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remains of fish of strangely antique forms. "The earth, for

anything that appears to the contrary, might have been made

yesterday!" Do appearances such as these warrant the infer

ence ? Do these human skeletons, in all their various stages

of decay, appear as if they had. been made yesterday? Was

that bit of coffin, with the soiled tinsel on the one side, and the

corroded nail sticking out of the other, made yesterday? Was

yonder skull, instead of having ever formed part of a human

head, created yesterday, exactly the repulsive-looking sort of

thing we see it? Indisputably not. Such is the nature of the

human mind,- such the laws that regulate and control human

belief, - that in the very existence of that churchyard we do

and must recognize positive proof that the world was not made

yesterday.

But can we stop in. our process of inference at the moulder

ing remains of the churchyard? Can we hold that the skull

was not created a mere skull, and yet hold that the oyster,

muscle, and cockle shells beneath are not the remains of mol

luscous animals, but things originally created. in exactly their

present state, as empty shells? The supposition is altogether
absurd. Such is the constitution of our minds, that we must

as certainly hold yonder oyster-shell to have once formed part

of a mollusc, as we hold yonder skull to have once formed part

of a man. And if we cannot stop at the skeleton, how stop at

the shells? Why not pass on to the fish? The evidence of

design is quite as irresistible in them as in the human or the

rnolluscous remains above. We can still see the scales which

covered them occupying their proper places, with all their

nicely-designed. bars, hooks, and nails of attachment: the fins

which propelled them through the water, with the multitudin

ous pseudo-joints, formed to impart to the rays the proper elas

ticity, lie widely spread on the stone; the sharp-pointed teeth,
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